Korea Technology Sector Legal Developments - May 26, 2020

In this issue:

1. Telecom, connectivity: Korea passes telecom law amendment that will require major content providers to take measures for maintaining “stable” services, and, if offshore, to appoint a local representative.

2. Telecom, connectivity: Key online sector law is amended to add extraterritorial requirements on major online service providers to block illegally filmed content and appoint an in-charge for this purpose.

3. Mobility, gig economy: Further developments point to extension of employee platform-based gig workers.


5. Patent law: Korea amends patent law to widen scope of available damages for infringement based on infringer's profits, by removing anchoring to patent holder's manufacturing capacity.

6. Mobility: Amendments to transportation law set up framework for taxi-hailing platforms, “Tada banning” provisions will restrict the popular van-hailing app; regulatory sandbox applications approved.

7. Telemedicine: Government allows partial exceptions from prohibition of telemedicine, including emergency steps amid COVID-19; situation renews public debate over regulation.
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